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ABOUT JUSTICE MATTERS
OBJECTIVES
The Justice Matters activity is a three-year rule of law program that builds upon the prior investments of
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the US State Department Bureau
of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) in improving access to justice and legal
literacy in Kosovo. Through strengthening legal aid institutions, actors, and processes as well as improving
the quality and availability of information on legal aid resources, Justice Matters will improve access to
justice for all, inclusive of disadvantaged and marginalized groups and communities.
Program activities focus on three main objectives:


Objective 1: Strengthen the Capacity of Kosovo’s Legal Aid System



Objective 2: Enhance the Quality and Responsiveness of Legal Aid Services



Objective 3: Strengthen Legal Literacy and Citizen Empowerment

The Justice Matters activity will address the three interrelated objectives in coordination with key local
counterpart institutions and groups. Through engaging institutional partners including the Free Legal Aid
Agency (FLAA) and Legal Aid Council in coordination with legal professionals within the Kosovo Bar
Association (KBA), civil society stakeholders, and university legal clinics, the activity will promote effective
systems, increased supply, and informed demand for legal aid. By engaging a broad group of local
stakeholders and counterparts, the activity will promote both systems-level reforms to the delivery of
legal aid and community-level advocacy and interventions to assure fair, responsive, and accessible legal
aid.

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
Justice Matters seeks to improve access to justice for all through strengthening institutions, actors, and
processes for providing legal aid, services, and information under USAID Development Objective (DO) 1:
Improved Rule of Law and Governance that Meet Citizen’s Needs. The relevant Intermediate Results (IR) are:
IR 1.1

MORE EFFICIENT, TRANSPARENT, INDEPENDENT, AND
ACCOUNTABLE JUSTICE SECTOR

IR 1.4

CIVIL SOCIETY STRENGTHENED TO INCREASINGLY
ENGAGE CONSTRUCTIVELY WITH GOVERNMENT

Justice Matters strengthens systems for legal aid service delivery, increases supply of quality legal aid
services, and increases informed demand for legal aid through three inter-connected objectives: (1)
Strengthen the Capacity of Kosovo’s Legal Aid System; (2) Enhance the Quality and Responsiveness of
Legal Aid Services; and (3) Strengthen Legal Literacy and Citizen Empowerment. In addition, program
implementation will support an internship program linking law students and legal professionals.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Justice Matters continued activities in Year 2 to strengthen the capacity of the legal aid system, enhance
the quality and responsiveness of legal aid services and strengthen legal literacy and citizen empowerment
in Kosovo. Highlights for each objective are outlined below.
OBJECTIVE 1 – Strengthen the Capacity of Kosovo’s Legal Aid System
Justice Matters training, mentoring, technical support addressed key finance and accounting challenges of
the FLAA including needs-based budgeting and professional and IT skills for accounting staff. Additionally,
Justice Matters supported the review, approval, and implementation of new case intake, processing, and
appeals processes of the FLAA. Despite challenges due to lack of appointments (FLA Council and FLAA
Executive Director), Justice Matters achieved progress on key Objective 1 priorities by working with
interim leadership structures and empowering FLAA personnel on the frontlines of legal aid delivery.
Notable achievements and highlights from Year 2 of Objective 1 implementation included:






Training and mentoring for FLAA financial personnel in needs-based budgeting and professional
accounting and technology skills including use of the Master Excel Budget.
In collaboration with GIZ, support to 2021 FLAA Budget submission and 2020-2022 Midterm
Expenditure Framework based on Agency needs and goals.
Development of 2020 Strategic Action Plan for Acting Exec. Director to align strategy with identified
Transition Team priorities for 2020 including MCLE, outreach strategy, and preparation of 2021
FLAA budget.
9 FLA Council Transition Team Meetings. The Transition Team was instrumental in reviewing and
approving the case intake and processing guidelines and providing a strategic direction for the FLAA
and legal aid system following expiry of 2015-2019 Strategic Plan.
Development and launch of new problem solving inter-institutional dialogue led by the FLAA to
replace the lapsed Legal Aid Coordination Mechanism.

OBJECTIVE 2 – Enhance the Quality and Responsiveness of Legal Aid Services
Justice Matters technical support enhanced the quality and availability of legal aid services by expanding
access to services and strengthening standardization and training for legal aid providers. During Year 2,
Justice Matters focused on improving the sustainability of live legal clinics including the continuation of
clinic open hours events, improving the quality of service provided by FLAA Regional Offices, and
expanding access to legal information and legal services through CSO partnerships. Notable Objective 2
achievements and highlights from Year 2 included:






Legal Aid First Response Hubs staffed by paralegals from Equal Rights Coalition (ERAC) reach 3,999
beneficiaries and provide 587 direct referrals to the FLAA. First response hubs also serve as a focal
point for outreach in disadvantaged communities including through the dissemination of informational
materials and TOT trainings for the Legal Hand initiative.
5 Legal Clinics at public universities in Gjilan, Prizren, Pristina, and Peja providing practical learning
opportunities to the next generation of legal aid providers and increasing access to legal information
for communities and individuals in those regions through open clinic hours and outreach activities.
8 Operational Strengthening Workshops for FLAA Regional Officers to address reporting and
performance monitoring, case intake processes, best practices for engaging KBA lawyers in cases,
remote service delivery during COVID-19 shutdowns and improving public outreach. Improving
service delivery of the FLAA Regional Offices will increase public trust in the agency allowing it to
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better serve its local constituencies and uphold its commitments of providing legal aid to all eligible
citizens.
Results of 2019 Mapping of Community Justice Needs disseminated through roundtable events, short
videos shared with the public, operational strengthening workshops, and a a Mapping Conference
hosted with representatives from the FLAA, KBA, CSOs, university partners, and justice sector
institutions to discuss priorities for legal aid and justice sector wide approaches to addressing barriers
in access to justice.

OBJECTIVE 3 – Strengthen Legal Literacy and Citizen Empowerment
Justice Matters technical support leveraged existing resources and implemented innovative new
approaches to expand the availability and quality of actionable legal information, particularly within
marginalized and disadvantaged groups and communities. During Year 2, Justice Matters continued
informational outreach campaigns targeting disadvantaged and marginalized communities, expanded the
availability of legal aid information available through online and mobile platforms, harmonized KBA-FLAA
budget advocacy efforts, and facilitated efforts to pool resources towards joint KBA-FLAA legal aid
priorities. Notable Objective 3 achievements and highlights from Year 2 included:








A total of 64 outreach and legal literacy activities targeted specific constituencies through a variety
of in-person, online, social media, and television/radio mediums. Outreach activities were designed
in line with the updated Mapping of Community Justice Needs and FLAA/CSO Joint Legal Literacy
Strategy.
Launch of the Afer Teje mobile app designed to connect women to information and resources about
domestic and gender-based violence. A similar app for the LGBTI community entered the final stage
development in Year 2.
Implementation of 4 CSO grants to improve legal information through youth advocacy, development
web and mobile-based information resources, and targeted advocacy within vulnerable communities.
A total of 21 outreach events and campaigns were designed and implemented by CSO grant partners.
5 budget advocacy meetings with various stakeholders to discuss funding needs and resource pooling
and mobilization.
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IMPLEMENTATION CONTEXT
Year 2 Implementation Context—In Year 2, activity implementation occurred amid continued
instability in the government and Legal Aid Council. Due to ongoing political gridlock, elections, and
changes in the government, key vacancies at the Legal Aid Council and Free Legal Aid Agency remained
largely unfilled. Without proper appointments at the Free Legal Aid Council and Free Legal Aid Agency,
progress on key long-term reforms and strategic planning was stalled. Despite these setbacks, Justice
Matters continued to work with legal aid institutions to promote program objectives and emphasize
improvements and activities that can be accomplished in the current environment. Justice Matters will
continue to work closely with counterparts and stakeholders to improve the lives of local communities
and increase the efficiency and functionality of free legal aid services.
In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic caused complications for marginalized communities across the
country with limited programmatic obstacles for Justice Matters. From late March to the end of June,
Kosovo reported nearly 3,000 cases of COVID-19, with cases not spiking dramatically until late June.
COVID-19 related restrictions put a pause on most normal activities in March and April with Justice
Matters shifting activities into a virtual setting and adjusting program and grantee timelines as necessary.
Despite the restrictions, objectives remained relatively unimpeded and communications continued
between Justice Matters and key counterparts. As restrictions began to lift in May and June, Justice Matters
returned to the normal course of business, picking up progress reached before the start of the pandemic.
As the situation continues to evolve and cases begin to sharply increase however, Justice Matters is ready
and able to shift program activities to meet government procedures and protect the health of staff and
ongoing successes of the activity.
Vulnerable and Disadvantaged Communities—Through the updated Community Justice Needs
Mapping conducted in Year 2, Justice Matters reported continuity with the 2018 Mapping in information
habits and dispute resolution strategies, with notable increases in areas of dispute prevalence, likelihood
of legal action, and achievement of justice outcomes. The Year 2 Mapping also showed a growing
recognition of the seriousness of domestic violence and property disputes and greater legal resilience
among communities. However, in contrast to these indicators, the Mapping revealed that communities
exhibited an increased loss of faith in the ability to obtain remedies over a disbelief in a fair outcome.
Through ongoing outreach and advocacy activities conducted in coordination with the FLAA, local CSOs,
and legal clinics, Justice Matters will continue to update its programmatic approach to reflect the trends
revealed in the Year 2 Mapping, including offsetting the loss of faith among vulnerable and disadvantaged
communities with increased information connecting citizens to legal aid providers.
Counterpart Relations—Relationships with key counterparts including the FLAA, KBA, University law
faculties, and civil society legal aid providers were positive throughout Year 2. Justice Matters maintained
regular communication and meetings with the leadership of the FLAA, KBA, and other officials. Virtual
Communications largely replaced in-person meetings in the latter part of Year 2 due to COVID-19
restrictions. Communications were not disrupted amid these limitations.
Donor Coordination and Collaboration—Justice Matters collaborates closely with other donor and
implementer groups including the German Development Agency (GIZ) and other USAID and State
Department funded programs, most notably Equality for All (E4E) Program and the Justice System
Strengthening Program (JSSP). Through the Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM) developed by Justice
Matters’ Sr. Strategic Advisor for FLAA use and regular steering committee meetings, Justice Matters
ensures donor and implementer support to the FLAA addresses key priorities and avoids duplication.
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SECTION 1 – ACTIVITIES & RESULTS
OBJECTIVE 1: STRENGTHEN THE CAPACITY OF KOSOVO’S LEGAL AID SYSTEM
Objective 1 activities will strengthen the system for legal aid delivery in Kosovo by: (1) strengthening
financial sustainability and resource management of FLAA; (2) strengthening the institutional capacity of
the Legal Aid Council; (3) strengthening legal aid provider accreditation systems; and (4) activating the
legal aid coordination mechanisms. Interventions will enable counterparts to overcome resource
constraints and improve operations and service delivery to eligible citizens, including individuals belonging
to disadvantaged and marginalized groups. The key activities implemented by Justice Matters during Year
2 include:

Activity 1.1: Financial Sustainability and Resource Management Strengthened

Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to improve and strengthen the financial
sustainability and resource management of the FLAA. More robust budget planning and resource
management will enable the agency to maximize its limited resource allocation and demonstrate the
institutional performance and integrity needed to justify future government funding allocations. To achieve
this, Justice Matters will work with the FLAA on training and mentoring for agency financial staff and assist
the agency with annual budget requests and negotiations with the Government of Kosovo (GOK). An
overview of Year 2 achievements is provided below.
Capacity Building for FLAA Financial Personnel
Justice Matters provides training and mentoring for FLAA Finance personnel in line with the Finance and
Administration Training Plan for the FLAA developed by Justice Matters in Year 1. Of the 5 training
priorities identified in the Plan, 4 have been implemented thus far: professional accounting skills, budget
planning and justification, resource management, and technology skills. In Year 2, Justice Matters provided
the following training and mentoring support to the FLAA finance and accounting personnel:
Table 1: Year 2 FLAA Finance and Accounting Trainings



Topic
Professional Skills of finance
and accounting professionals

Month/Year
July 2019

Needs-based budgeting*

September 2019

Needs-based budgeting*

February 2020

Goals
 Support FLAA Finance Staff in utilizing Excel Master
Budget
 Maximizing efficiency and workflow processes.
 Budgeting in line with and anticipated costs and
identified needs.
 Strengthen budget justifications presentation and skills.
 Mentoring and technical advice for budget justifications

Budget submission/negotiation

Workshops on needs-based budgeting implemented jointly with GIZ

To supplement trainngs, Justice Matters also developed tools and work aids for the financne personnel of
the FLAA, most notably the Agency’s new Excel Master Budget sheet which allows the FLAA to better
prepare their budgets based on needs and priorities. Mentoring, training, and technical assistance support
under Activity 1.1 is aligned and coordinated with complementary efforts from GIZ. To avoid any overlap,
duplication of efforts, or contradictory messages to the FLAA, Justice Matters has taken the lead in budget
and resource management support for outreach and awareness activities of the Agency as well as
strengthening the operations and management of the FLAA Regional Offices while GIZ has worked
primarily to institutionalize the FLAA mobile office to expand service provision. Budgeting tools developed
by Justice Matters for the FLAA can be found in Annexes 5.1, 8.1, and 8.2.
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Supporting FLAA Budget Submission
Building upon training and mentoring for FLAA finance and accounting personnel on needs-based
budgeting, Justice Matters mobilized expertise to assist the Agency in preparing, submitting, and justifying
its 2021 budget to the Kosovo Ministry of Finance (MOF). The Midterm Expenditure Framework (MEF)
submitted to MOF in April 2020, outlines the agencies anticipated 2020-2022 expenditures utilizing
planned activities and the strategic priorities identified by the Agency as a basis for the framework. With
Justice Matters assistance and mentoring, the Agency integrated the Mapping of Community Justice needs,
the FLAA 2020 Action Plan, and anticipated trainings, monthly meetings, awareness raising activities as a
basis for the MEF and ultimately drafting of the 2021 budget request. The budget request and justification
submitted by the FLAA aligns with the Agency’s short and long-term priorities of increasing the availability
of legal aid and legal information services, particularly in vulnerable communities, and highlights a concrete
plan to fully utilize budget allocation. Following FLAA budget submission, the MOF asked the Agency to
resubmit its budget with alterations due to the expected deterioration of public finances due to COVID19. Justice Matters will support the necessary revisions to the budget and assist the Agency in preserving
essential elements of the budget needed to achieve key priorities identified in the 2020-2022 MEF.
Improving Coordination of Resource Mobilization and Pooling
In order to augment existing FLAA resources to support legal aid service delivery, Justice Matters
supported the facilitation of regular coordination meetings with CSOs, the KBA, and legal clinics to
leverage low or no-cost joint activities.
Table 2: Year 2 budget and resource coordination meetings

Topic
Sustainable legal service
delivery solutions and legal
clinics
Online legal literacy and
outreach
to
LGBTI
community
Lack of funding and pooling of
resources

Month/Year
November
2019

Participants
FLAA, KBA, and legal clinics

February
2020

FLAA and CSOs

June 2020

FLAA, CSOs, KBA, MOJ, Basic Courts, KPC-Victim Protectors,
Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare, Kosovo Police

By pooling existing stakeholder resources and efficiently mobilizing those resources through joint events
under FLAA leadership, the FLAA will be able to augment outreach, legal literacy, and legal service delivery
efforts despite the likelihood of budget freezes/cuts due to COVID-19. Additionally, FLAA leadership in
the pooling and mobilization of these existing legal aid resources will ensure harmonization of efforts and
ensure that legal aid stakeholders are working towards common goals and not inadvertently undermine
one another.

Activity 1.2: Institutional Capacity of the Council Strengthened
Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to strengthen operations and management of
the Agency through regulatory frameworks and oversight through the Legal Aid Council. However, due
to the lack of appointments by the Assembly, the Legal Aid Council did not have a sufficient number of
appointees to operate throughout Year 2 and the mandate of the full-time Executive Director of the FLAA
expired without an official replacement being named. To help fill this decision-making vacuum, Justice
Matters supported and empowered interim leaders including the Legal Aid Council Transition Team and
the Acting Executive Director of the FLAA to maintain progress towards identified goals and strategic
priorities including improving case intake and processing, regional office operations, mandatory
continuous legal education (MCLE) requirements, and legal service provider accreditation. An overview
of Year 2 achievements is provided below.
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FLA Council Transition Team and Transitional FLAA Leadership
In lieu of a duly appointed Legal Aid Council, Justice Matters continued supporting the Transition Team
as an interim decision-making body for advancing legal aid priorities, particularly case intake and processing
guidelines and updating and standardization of intake and appeals forms. While the Transition Team does
not have the same authorities as a fully appointed Council would, Justice Matters emphasized working
within existing regulatory frameworks where the Transition Team would be able to operate and support
strengthening operations and management of the FLAA. In Year 2, Justice Matters supported 9 Transition
Team Meetings.
Table 3: FLA Council Transition Team Meetings

Month/Year
August 2019
September 2019
October 2019
November 2019
December 2019
January 2020
January 2020
May 2020
June 2020

Topic
Review and evaluation of FLAA strategic plans, internal policies and procedures, and
expanding outreach through partnerships
Review and evaluation of FLAA strategic plans, internal policies and procedures, and
expanding outreach through partnerships
Evaluation of implementation of 2015-2019 FLAA Strategic Plan
Review of FLAA Regulations
Presentation of (Acting) FLAA Executive Director 2020 Strategic Action Plan and
findings of Mapping of Community Justice Needs.
Review and fine-tuning of draft guidelines and forms to guide FLAA case intake
Review and fine-tuning of draft guidelines and forms to guide FLAA case intake
Service delivery during COVID-19, presentation of the FLAA 2019 Annual Report, and
review of the 2020-2022 MEF.
Approval of guidelines, forms, and implementation of new guidelines and forms for case
intake.

To support the Transition Team, and ultimately fill the FLA Council and provide oversight of the FLAA,
Justice Matters’ Sr. Strategic Advisor was mobilized to support the FLAA Acting Executive Director in
drafting a 2020 Strategic Action Plan. The Strategic Action Plan was based on identified regulatory reform
priorities identified by the FLA Council during their October and November meetings and designed to
guide the FLAA and its interim leadership according to the authorities outlined by law under the oversight
of the FLA Council. Key priorities included in the Strategic Action Plan included MCLE for legal officers,
an outreach strategy, and preparation of the 2021 FLAA Budget. While 2020 is still ongoing, the Action
Plan can be considered a successful tool given the progress the FLAA has made towards short and medium
term goals listed in the Plan throughout Justice Matters Year 2.
Strengthening Implementation of Case Intake, Processing, and Appeals Regulations
Improving case intake, processing, and appeals by the FLAA was a key priority identified by the outgoing
Legal Aid Council in Year 1 and by the Transition Team throughout Year 2. By improving and standardizing
case intake, the FLAA will be able to triage cases more efficiently and better allocate and manage the
Agency’s limited resources based on need. In addition, a standardized case intake process will help ensure
a uniform standard of service delivery to justice seekers by ensuring that all requests for legal aid are
evaluated through the same framework. Throughout Year 2, Justice Matters provided support to the
Transition Team and Acting Executive Director of the FLAA to review, finalize, and implement the new
guidelines and forms for case intake, processing, and appeals that were developed with Justice Matters
support at the end of Year 1 including:
a) Complaints for refusal of request for free legal services
b) Decisions on request for free legal aid services
c) Forms calculating the financial criteria
d) Application forms for free legal aid services
e) Free Legal Aid Case Processing Guide
f) Regulation on the application process and obtaining free legal aid decision
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During the June 2020 Transition Team meeting, final approval was given to the new guidelines and forms
that will be implemented by the FLAA and its regional officers. The approved guidelines and forms can be
found in Annexes 7.4 and 8.3.

Activity 1.3: Legal Aid Provider Accreditation & Lawyer Mobilization Strengthened
Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to help the FLAA establish the criteria and
mechanisms to accredit CSOs to provide authorized legal services and improve incentives for lawyers to
take on pro-bono legal aid cases. However, without a fully appointed FLA Council or full-time Executive
Director of the FLAA, progress on formal accreditation mechanisms has been slow. To adapt to the lack
of an appointed Council, Justice Matters has supported the interim implementation of MOUs and increased
engagement in outreach efforts between the FLAA and CSOs as well as expanding pro-bono engagement
by KBA lawyers in legal aid cases. An overview of Year 2 achievements is provided below.
Interim Mechanisms for CSO Legal Aid Provider Engagement
Justice Matters has assisted the FLAA and Transition Team in drafting and designing a robust accreditation
regime that outlines the roles, responsibilities, and requirements of CSO legal service providers, however,
the accreditation mechanism cannot be approved and implemented without approval by a fully-appointed
FLA Council. Given the delays in appointing a new Council by the Assembly, Justice Matters has
emphasized interim solutions to engaging CSOs to collaborate with the FLAA. Engagement by CSOs has
primarily emphasized participation in FLAA-led outreach and legal literacy campaigns (described below in
Objective 3). Increased collaboration in outreach events and campaigns not only bolsters the FLAA’s ability
to reach vulnerable communities throughout Kosovo, but also serves as the basis for building trust and
professional connections between CSOs interested in delivering legal aid services and the Agency as a
formal accreditation mechanism is awaited.
Additionally, Justice Matters facilitated an MOU to formalize cooperation with a local CSO, Kosovo
Women for Women, and the FLAA on the delivery of legal aid services as a sort of interim accreditation
regime. Similar agreements were envisioned between the FLAA and CSO partners, however, due to the
lack of appointment of a full-time Executive Director of the FLAA, the Acting Executive Director has been
hesitant to pursue such agreements due to the limits on her authority. As a result of the delays in
appointments by the Assembly, no CSOs have been formally accredited to provide legal aid services and
interim accreditation mechanisms, such as MOUs, have been put on hold.
Engagement of KBA Licensed Lawyers in Legal Aid Cases
Through ongoing engagement of the KBA and regular meetings with the KBA Executive Director, Justice
Matters has maintained increased levels of KBA participation in pro-bono activities (including
representation in legal aid cases, participation in legal clinic open hours, and other outreach and legal
education initiatives) at about 6% of membership. Increased KBA lawyer participation in pro bono activities
including pro bono representation has been made possible by ongoing dialogue between KBA and FLAA
leadership
and
the
development of Live Legal
Clinics as tools for
expanding practical legal
education and providing
legal advice and services
to
underserved
communities
through
clinic open hours. To
incentivize
pro-bono
continuation of activity,
Justice Matters regularly
Justice Matters support for KBA Young Lawyers Committee.
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highlights pro-bono contributions through social and print media, including the USAID Kosovo Facebook
page and the KBA’s monthly member publication, to recognize KBA lawyers who volunteer their time
and services. Additionally, Justice Matters has engaged with the Young Lawyers Committee of the KBA
on strategic action planning including involvement in pro-bono activities by young lawyers and expanding
opportunities for law students to get involved in legal literacy campaigns and service delivery.

Activity 1.4: Legal Aid Coordination Mechanism Activated
Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to empower the FLAA to take on a leadership
role within inter-institutional and multi-stakeholder problem-solving discussions. Previously, the FLAA was
a part of the Legal Aid Coordination Mechanism, however due to a lapse in the MOU that formed the
Mechanism and the lack of an FLA Council to reactivate or renew the Mechanism, Justice Matters has
worked with the FLAA to create space for discussions between carried legal aid stakeholders. By
augmenting the agency’s leadership role within these discussions and emphasizing problem-solving forums,
Justice Matters intends to improve inter-institutional coordination among legal aid stakeholders and
leverage joint initiatives and resources towards common priorities including standardizing the quality of
legal aid services, strengthening referral mechanisms, and budget advocacy. An overview of Year 2
achievements and progress is provided below.
In June 2020, the FLAA, with Justice Matters assistance and support, organized a virtual coordination
meeting with CSOs, KBA, and relevant institutions (MoJ, Basic Court in Pristina, KPC-Victim Protectors,
Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare and Police). This event was a kick-off for regular coordination
meetings that will take place at least twice a year, led by FLAA leadership. Participants agreed that these
meetings have the ability to be a forum for productive policy and reform discussions with regards to the
following priorities identified by FLAA:
● Budget and resource needs for legal aid service delivery;
● Sustainability of legal aid offices;
● Improving access to justice by eliminating barriers to access;
● Pro-bono engagement of lawyers;
● Legal literacy and outreach activities;
● Accreditation of CSO’s.
This was the first time these actors met in this format and FLAA was able to expand existing partnerships
by initiating a collaboration with MoJ, Courts, Police, and the Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare.
Additionally, participants agreed to invite other stakeholders to be part of this mechanism, as deemed
necessary by FLAA. These coordination meetings aim to foster inter-institutional dialogue to address
identified FLAA priorities and communicate the results of ongoing reforms to other justice sector
stakeholders. Justice Matters will continue to support FLAA leadership in regular coordination meetings
that is accountable to local stakeholders (not international implementers or donors) in Year 3 and work
with stakeholders to address priority topic areas within an expanded and more diverse group of
stakeholders.
Objective 1 Lessons Learned and Next Steps
 Aligning support for the annual FLAA budgeting process with GIZ has been effective in avoiding
donor overlap and ensuring guidance on budget development and justification through joint
activities has not been contradictory. Continued donor support and budget advocacy alignment
will be crucial for Year 3 activities as the aftereffects of COVID-19 make it likely that government
budget allocations will fall across the board.
 FLA Council Transition Team has been instrumental to advancing certain reform priorities in the
absence of a fully appointed legal aid council including FLAA field office operations, training
priorities, and awareness and legal literacy campaigns. By identifying concrete priorities and
activities through 2020 Action Plans, Justice Matters has enabled continuity of activities and
supported front-line service provision by FLAA regional offices, live legal clinics, and CSO first
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response hubs. Year 3 activities will institutionalize many of these efforts and redouble institutional
focus on vulnerable communities and the needs of justice seekers.
While the Coordination Mechanism is the ideal venue for inter-institutional problem solving on
legal aid priorities, Justice Matters has been able to utilize other meetings and events as effective
alternatives when the Mechanism is not regularly meeting. Given the importance of interinstitutional alignment on reform priorities and legal aid needs, using any and all opportunities to
promote discussion, problem-solving, and collaboration between government agencies and
institutions, CSOs, the KBA, and law schools can and should be explored.
Next steps – Justice Matters will work with FLAA and CSO partners to further collaborate on
outreach and voluntary compliance with accreditation standards. Additionally, Justice Matters will
continue supporting the FLAA in GOK budget negotiations to ensure the availability of sufficient
resources for legal aid. Finally, Justice Matters will support the FLAA in leading and implementing
its new inter-institutional dialogues to foster problem-solving discussions among key stakeholders.

OBJECTIVE 2: ENHANCE THE QUALITY AND RESPONSIVENESS OF LEGAL AID
SERVICES
Objective 2 activities will enhance the quality, availability, and responsiveness of legal aid services in Kosovo
by: (1) identifying justice needs throughout Kosovo and within its marginalized communities; (2) integrating
legal aid work into law school curricula and support to university live legal clinics; (3) increasing access to
legal aid services across Kosovo; and (4) increasing the professionalism of legal aid service providers.
Technical assistance under Objective 2 will improve both the quality and quantity of legal aid services and
provide opportunities for law students and young lawyers interested in legal aid work. The key activities
implemented by Justice Matters during Year 2 include the following:

Activity 2.1: Legal Aid Needs of Vulnerable Communities Identified

Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to identify the legal needs of vulnerable
communities in Kosovo in order to enable the FLAA, lawyers, and CSOs to better coordinate and allocate
their resources to address the needs of communities in most dire need of legal aid services and calibrate
outreach and legal information campaigns to maximize impact. An overview of Year 2 achievements is
provided below.
Mapping & Dissemination of Community Justice Needs Mapping
In December 2019, the Justice Matters Activity completed the Year 2 Community Justice Needs Mapping
to identify the most pressing legal aid needs of Kosovo’s citizens. The Justice Matters team conducted key
informant interviews (KII), focus group discussions (FGD), and sent out 345 questionnaires across
Kosovo’s seven regions to collect the necessary data from July to October 2019. While much of the data
indicated continuity with 2018 results, there were a number of changes noted from the 2018 Mapping that
informed changes to the outreach and legal literacy strategy of the FLAA and legal aid stakeholders. New
key findings in the 2019 Mapping exercise included:
New Trends in Community Justice Needs
Following analysis of the 2019 Mapping of Community Justice Needs, 4 headline trends have emerged from the
data and have been shared with counterparts and stakeholders:
1. Increased reporting of robbery and related theft crimes as an issue.
2. Increased awareness of and identification of Domestic Violence as a top priority among respondents.
3. Increase in the percentage of respondents identifying the need for legal advice and legal information to
resolve their legal disputes.
4. All trust indicators in institutions and counterpart organizations have risen from 2018 baseline.
Lawyers and FLAA remain most trusted source of legal advice and information for over 80% of
respondents highlighting importance of growing KBA-FLAA cooperation.
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Key findings of the Mapping Report were disseminated to local counterparts, stakeholders, and the public
through a variety of mechanisms:
 December 2019 – 5 Roundtables with CSOs, FLAA
Regional Officers, and legal clinics in Prizren, Gjilan,
Mitrovica, Peja, and Gjakova.
 January 2020 - Conference on the Publication of the
Mapping of Community Justice Needs with
representatives of justice institutions, CSOs,
university partners, USAID Mission in Kosovo, and
other donor representatives.
 February 2020 – 5 short videos on Common Legal
Representatives from civil society, justice
Challenges faced by citizens of Kosovo and vulnerable
sector institutions, law schools, USAID,
communities (Women, Kosovo Serbs, LGBTI, and the
and other donor organizations discuss
RAE communities) distributed through the USAID
justice needs of Kosovo’s citizens.
Facebook page and through the social media accounts
of CSO partners.

Activity 2.2: Legal Aid Work Opportunities for Law Students Provided
Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to integrate legal aid work and practical learning
opportunities into law faculty curricula to better prepare future legal professionals and legal aid providers
for success in legal careers. By integrating legal aid work into institutionalized legal clinic programs through
practical learning and open clinic hours, Justice Matters can expose law students to potential career paths
in legal aid and foster a culture of pro-bono representation in the next generation of legal professionals.
An overview of Year 2 achievements is provided below.
Institutionalization of Live Legal Clinics
Building upon the success of the 5 legal clinic programs in Year 1, Justice Matters continued its partnership
with law schools at public universities in maintaining 5 legal clinic programs in Pristina, Prizren, Peja, and
Gjilan for the Fall 2019 and Spring 2020 semesters. In total, 142 students completed (53 in the fall semester
and 89 in the spring semester) clinical program studies that included standardized curricula, site visits to
justice institutions (ex. Local Basic Courts), and legal education outreach events all emphasizing practical
skills for legal professionals as well as exposure to legal aid career paths. Due to the outbreak of COVID19 and public safety measures put in place to mitigate its spread, the Spring 2020 clinic programs finished
as remote legal clinics conducting sessions online. Justice Matters facilitated the online discussions and
worked with clinic coordinators to keep students engaged and productive despite the challenges of remote
learning.
In total, 50% of clinic students participated in outreach and legal education events or internships (a 14%
increase from Year 1) sponsored or arranged through clinic programs, demonstrating a growing interest
in legal aid and strengthening pro-bono support to vulnerable communities.
Fig. 1: Gender Breakdown of Year 2 Legal Clinic Students

Male
25

Female
117

To support the long-term viability and sustainability of the legal clinic programs, Justice Matters mobilized
a legal clinic education expert to develop sustainability and institutionalization plans for each clinic program
through consultation with legal clinic coordinators, the KBA and CSO legal aid providers, and private
sector employers of law graduates. The final plans were shared with legal clinic partners in January 2020
and Justice Matters will work with universities to implement the recommendations. Clinic programs at
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universities in Pristina, Peja, and Gjilan have already made substantial progress towards sustainability and
local institutionalization through accreditation of the clinic program curricula with Prizren clinic awaiting
accreditation. In Year 3, Justice Matters will work with university partners to further institutionalize the
clinic programs and set them on a path of self-reliance and sustainability.
Practical Learning Opportunities for Law Students Increased
In November 2019, Justice Matters, in collaboration with the legal clinic at the Ukshin Hoti University in
Prizren, hosted an open clinic hours session for community members to receive free legal information and
aid from clinic students under the supervision of KBA lawyers. In total, 15 low-income citizens and
members of marginalized communities signed up for Open Legal Hours on November 21, 2019. Open
Legal Hours create an opportunity for those in need of legal aid to receive free legal aid services and
information expanding access to legal aid resources, improving legal literacy in vulnerable communities,
and fostering a pro-bono culture among legal professionals, while provide practical learning opportunities
for law students in Kosovo.

Legal Clinic Open Hours Event in Prizren.

Clinic students also participated in legal literacy and outreach campaigns coordinated with the FLAA and
legal aid stakeholders through the legal clinics, including the November 2019 Tree of Rights installation in
and 29 students from 4 partner universities leading outreach events on Constitution Day in April 2020.
Participation in outreach events allows students to connect the theoretical aspects of their studies with
the practical need for legal assistance in vulnerable communities.
Due to the COVID-19 outbreak and ensuing mitigation efforts, the 2020 Annual Mock Trial Event was
cancelled due to restrictions on large public gatherings. The event is still planned for May 2021 to provide
opportunities to clinic students in preparing written prosecution and defense memos as well as oral
arguments judged by practitioners. The 2021 Mock Trial event will be planned and implemented largely
by the participating universities with Justice Matters serving primarily in an advisory role in order to
promote the sustainability of the event.

Activity 2.3: Access to Legal Aid Services Increased

Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to deploy legal services and information to
communities without an FLAA office and ensure that legal aid providers’ (FLAA and CSOs) offices are
fully operational and addressing clients’ needs. While FLAA presence throughout Kosovo is expanding
through the creation of mobile offices, expanding the supply of legal aid services is critical to matching the
growing demand for legal services, especially in vulnerable communities not often connected to state
provided services. An overview of Year 2 achievements is provided below.
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Monthly Operational Strengthening Workshops and Strengthening of FLAA Regional Offices
Throughout Year 2, Justice Matters assisted in the facilitation of 8 Operational Strengthening Workshops
for FLAA regional officers. The goal of the workshops is to provide FLAA regional offices an opportunity
to discuss challenges and best practices from their offices with their colleagues and to receive training or
guidance on new policies, procedures, or forms developed to streamline the agency’s operations.
Table 4: Year 2 FLAA Operational Strengthening Workshops

Month/Year
September 2019
October 2019
November 2019
February 2020

April 2020*
May 2020*
May 2020*
June 2020

Topic(s)
Monthly calendar of activities, number of legal aid beneficiaries seeking information from
regional offices, and discussion of preliminary findings of 2019 Mapping exercise.
Case monitoring and statistical reporting
Training needs of FLAA regional officers and preparations for planned Human Rights Week
activities.
Unifying best practices for engaging KBA lawyers in cases and training on use of e-platform
for regional office resource requests.

Online service provision and challenges during COVID-19 shutdowns.
Online service provision and challenges during COVID-19 shutdowns.
Discussion of proposed Case Intake Guidelines
Discussion of final approved case intake guidelines and training on use of GIZ-developed
online platform for FLAA use.

*Meetings hosted online due to COVID-19
Fig. 2: FLAA Caseload 2017-2019

Over the course of Year 2
implementation,
continuous
improvements have been made to
the management and operational
processes of the FLAA, facilitated
through trainings and workshops
implemented under Objectives 1 &
2. Improvements in the operations
of the regional offices including
improved statistical reporting, case
intake processes, and regular
exchanges of best practices have
helped the FLAA cope with rapidly
increasing caseloads. From its 2017
baseline, the FLAA has seen a 64%
increase in caseload in two years. As public finances are stretched in the coming months/years due to
impact of COVID-19, the ability of the FLAA to cope with increasing demand for services through
improved internal process and management without matching increases in budgetary resources will be
crucial to fulfilling the Agency’s mandate and maintaining and increasing public trust in the FLAA and justice
sector.
Legal Aid First Response Hubs
Throughout Year 2, 13 Legal Aid First Response Hubs reported high levels of activity. Using paralegals
mobilized by ERAC CSO partners, the First Response Hubs provide vital legal information and referral
services to vulnerable and marginalized communities, especially those without immediate access to FLAA
resources. In Year 2, the First Response Hubs reported 3,999 unique beneficiaries seeking legal
information or services. Of those beneficiaries, 587 of them were directly referred to their local FLAA
regional office for additional information or assistance.
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Fig. 3: Year 2 First Response Hubs Data

In addition to providing legal
information and referral
services
to
their
constituencies,
First
Response Hubs serve as an
important focal point for
FLAA outreach activities as
they
serve
priority
communities identified in
the Mapping of Justice
Needs (RAE Communities,
Kosovo Serbs, Bosnians,
etc.). Throughout June 2020,
Justice
Matters,
in
cooperation with ERAC
paralegals, organized the
Training of Trainers (ToT) activities throughout Kosovo for participants in the Legal Hand Initiative, which
aims to empower youth and community leaders as legal literacy volunteers in their communities.
● Lubinje e Poshtme in the Prizren region, targeting the Bosniak community.
● Prizren with members of the Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian communities.
● Ferizaj, targeting members of the Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian communities.
● Novo Brdo with women from Serb community.
● Gjilan with the Serbian community.
● Partesh, targeting the Serbian community.
● Ranilug with members of the Serbian community.
Additionally, in April 2020, ERAC paralegals disseminated informational material developed by Justice
Matters and its CSO grantees to marginalized communities in the Prizren region. These materials
contained information on legal mechanisms to report cases of domestic violence, seeking free legal aid,
and contact numbers for FLAA staff. Justice Matters will continue supporting the operations of the legal
aid first response hubs including outreach initiatives and supporting efforts to track utilization of the hubs
by Kosovo’s vulnerable communities in order to better tailor services to underserved clients outside of
larger towns with an FLAA presence.

Activity 2.4: Professionalism of Legal Aid Practitioners Increased
Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters seeks to improve professional standards for legal aid
practitioners by establishing and maintaining uniform standards for FLAA, KBA, and CSO service
providers. Justice Matters collaborates closely with other donor and implementer organizations, namely
GIZ, on implementing training for legal aid service providers to harmonize capacity building efforts and
avoid duplication of efforts. An overview of Year 2 achievements is provided below.
Monitoring Client Feedback Mechanisms
Throughout Year 2, Justice Matters aided the FLAA in collecting and reviewing client feedback data
collected from all 7 FLAA regional offices to improve client satisfaction data and better calibrate services
to meet client needs. Based on feedback received through 74 client surveys, nearly all FLAA clients
reported satisfaction with the services received from the FLAA and their Regional Officers (73 of 74
surveys were positive). Surveys are analyzed on a biannual basis to ensure that client satisfaction and
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suggestions are captured, evaluated, and, if needed, integrated into FLAA regional office policies,
procedures, and/or standard practices.
MCLE for FLAA Legal Aid Officers
Justice Matters also worked with FLAA and its regional officers to identify training needs for FLAA staff
as part of a potential MCLE requirement for legal aid officers in Year 2. The MCLE requirements for legal
officers are a 2020 reform priority identified by the FLA Council Transition Team and a key part of the
Executive Director’s 2020 Strategic Action Plan developed with the support of Justice Matters’ Sr.
Strategic Advisor. MCLE requirements for FLAA Officers would strengthen the professional skills of
regional offices and better equip regional officers to serve the needs of justice seekers.
Objective 2 Lessons Learned and Next Steps:
 Justice Matters has worked to institutionalize live aspects of the legal clinics into existing
accredited clinic programs in Pristina, Gjilan, and Peja. Two other legal clinic programs are pending
accreditation and institutionalization. By institutionalizing the live legal clinic programs, Justice
Matters will ensure law students receive practical skills and are exposed to legal aid as a viable
career path, ensuring a pipeline of lawyers for the next generation of legal aid service providers.
 Sharp increases in KBA pro-bono participation has shown that there is an appetite and desire for
greater pro-bono engagement and that opportunities for lawyers to participate through legal
clinics, public outreach events, and legal aid service delivery should be expanded. Justice Matters
will continue incentivizing pro-bono participation and will work with the FLAA, legal clinics, and
CSOs to continue integrating KBA practitioners into activities and plans. In addition, Justice
Matters will continue engagement with and support of the KBA Young Lawyers Committee, who
have identified pro-bono service as a priority, to ensure pro-bono engagement is carried on by
the next generation of leaders in the legal profession.
 FLAA Monthly Operational Workshops have been most successful when focusing on problemsolving and exchange of best practices for Regional Offices. By focusing on front-line service
delivery, the Workshops provide a forum to address urgent priorities and challenges without
relying on approvals from the FLA Council or a full-time Executive Director.
 Next Steps – Justice Matters will expand Open Clinic hours and increase sustainability of legal
clinics to further build the supply and number of outlets for legal information in Kosovo’s
communities. Through continued support to first response hubs, capacity building and mentoring
for FLAA regional officers, and improving the professionalism of practitioners through robust
professional standards, Justice Matters will expand the availability of legal resources and improve
the quality of legal service delivery.

OBJECTIVE 3: STRENGTHEN LEGAL LITERACY AND CITIZEN EMPOWERMENT
Objective 3 activities will strengthen informed demand to improve legal literacy and empower citizens by
providing actionable legal information, leveraging existing information platforms, and activating CSO
networks, grassroots organizations, and young people to deliverable information on legal rights to
Kosovo’s citizens and marginalized communities. Through grants to CSOs, Justice Matters will support
the design and implementation of a holistic legal literacy campaign directly addressing identified community
justice needs. Additionally, activities under Objective 3 will support coalition building activities to ensure
budget advocacy efforts of FLAA and KBA are mutually-reinforcing and promote evidence-based
justifications for increased GOK funding for legal aid. The key activities implemented by Justice Matters
during Year 2 include the following:

Activity 3.1: Legal Literacy Increased
Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters will engage CSO partners, legal clinics, youth advocates,
and FLAA regional officers in legal literacy outreach efforts targeting vulnerable communities identified in
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Community Justice Needs mapping. By coordinating advocacy efforts of multiple stakeholders across
varied mediums of communication, Justice Matters will ensure knowledge of legal rights, availability of legal
aid services, and access to legal aid resources for vulnerable communities to help them better exercise
their rights. An overview of Year 2 achievements is provided below.
Improving Distribution of Legal Information
Using the joint legal literacy strategy to guide outreach and advocacy efforts, Justice Matters worked with
the FLAA, CSOs, legal clinics, and subgrantee partners to distribute legal information to vulnerable
communities and citizens at large through traditional in-person outreach events, social media engagement,
and television messaging. The charts below outline legal information campaigns supported by Justice
Matters in Year 2. In total 64 distinct outreach events were supported through the program including
online/social media campaigns, in-person informational sessions, TV/Radio appearances, and youth
outreach implemented by Justice Matters CSO grantees.
Figure 4: Year 2 Justice Matters Legal Information Outreach and Advocacy

*Since events can target multiple populations at once target population figures exceed the number of events.

Based on the findings of the Community Justice Needs mapping, outreach efforts were targeted to address
the most common legal issues and questions of vulnerable communities through the most trusted mediums
of receiving legal information. A full list of the outreach activities, type of outreach, and target audiences
can be found in Annex 8.5. Through ongoing needs identification and collection of client feedback, Justice
Matters will continue to support focused legal information messaging and outreach activities in Year 3.
Emphasizing Online and Remote Outreach
With the outbreak of COVID-19 in early 2020, many in-person outreach events were cancelled and or
delayed. In response, Justice Matters, in coordination with the FLAA
and its CSO grantees, worked to emphasize remote outreach through
social media, internet-based resources, and mobile apps. Key Year 2
accomplishments in improving remote and online outreach included the
launch of the Afer Teje mobile app by Justice Matters grantee Group
for Legal and Political Studies (GLPS) that provides women with
information about domestic and gender-based violence and resources
on how and where to get help. A remote launch event for the app
featured introductions and remarks from prominent women in politics
and the justice sector as well as the wife to the U.S Ambassador to
Kosovo. In addition to the GLPS app, Justice Matter grantee CSGD
The Afer Teje mobile app will connect
continued to make progress on their mobile app for the LGBTI
women to resources and information
on domestic and gender-based violence.
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community that will provide information and resources specifically for their legal aid needs. The CSGD
mobile app will be launched in Year 3.

Activity 3.2: Budget Advocacy Increased
Through this sub-objective activity, Justice Matters engaged CSO partners, the KBA, and FLAA in joint
budget advocacy efforts to increase the resources available for legal aid and identify low cost opportunities
to leverage joint activities and priorities among legal aid stakeholders. With FLAA cases continuing to
increase, additional resources (monetary and non-monetary) from GOK and other sources will be
required to adequately address growing legal aid needs. An overview of Year 2 achievements is provided
below.
Throughout Year 2, Justice Matters supported the FLAA in implementing outreach activities foreseen in
the Joint Legal Literacy Strategy alongside CSO, clinic, KBA, and institutional partners. In meetings to plan
these events and define the outreach goals and priorities for legal aid stakeholders in the near and longterm, Justice Matters supported the FLAA in discussing the resource levels required to achieve stated
goals and align advocacy for the resource allocations required, including the following budget advocacy
meetings:
●
●
●
●
●

Meeting with the Chair of Kosovo Assembly, Ms. Vjosa Osmani
Meeting with the Assembly Committee for Budget and Finances
Meeting with Ministry of Finance
Meetings with KBA to align budget advocacy arguments
Meeting with Ombudsperson to align budget advocacy arguments
Fig 5: GOK Budget Allocation to FLAA

Crucial to securing increased
resources and funding for legal aid is
preparing the annual budget request
from the GOK. Through Objective 1
and 2 interventions, Justice Matters is
supporting improved needs-based
budgeting, data collection, and
management of the FLAA to secure
the required resources and leverage
existing resources to meet the
Agency’s goals and needs. The 2020
FLAA budget allocation from the
GOK once again increased to 20%
above the 2018 baseline. While the
increase in budgetary resources will
be key for the FLAA in achieving their legal literacy, outreach, and legal service delivery goals, the looming
pressure on public finances resulting from COVID-19 will place an even greater emphasis on the pooling
of existing resources and alignment of resource mobilization by legal aid stakeholders as substantial budget
increases look unlikely for the 2021 budget allocation.
Objective 3 Lessons Learned and Next Steps:
 CSO grantees have quality ideas for expanding legal information access to vulnerable communities,
but often encounter delays that result in delays in implementation because of inflexible planning
and a lack of contingency planning. Year 3 oversight and guidance for CSO grantees will emphasize
adaptive management and contingency planning, vital skills for implementing complex
programming in difficult environments.
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Advocacy and outreach have increased the demand for legal services and case intake at the FLAA
which is a positive development. However, increased demand will require increased resources to
meet that demand making joint FLAA-KBA-CSO budget advocacy and leveraging of joint
resources more critical in Year 3.
Next Steps – Justice Matters, through its CSO grant portfolio, will launch a mobile app for LGBTI
legal aid seekers. Another round of CSO grants will be made to advance innovative approaches
to legal outreach. In collaboration with FLAA, Clinics, and CSO partners Justice Matters will assist
in planning and implementing outreach activities included in the FLAA Schedule of Activities.
Finally, Justice Matters will continue to facilitate KBA and FLAA coordination on budget advocacy.

CROSS-CUTTING ACTIVITIES
Internship Program
In Year 2, Justice Matters facilitated the placement of 36 interns who completed 6-month internships.
Overall, there were 23 female interns and 13 male interns as well as 33 Albanian, 2 Serb, and 1 Bosnian
intern. Interns, who are recruited in collaboration with host organizations through an open and
competitive selection process, were placed with a broad range of partner organizations including with
ERAC CSO member organizations, FLAA regional offices, the KBA, the Ombudspersons Office, and with
the Justice Matters Activity Office. Justice Matters tracks educational and career progress of former
interns to evaluate the advancement of interns into professional careers and educational opportunities.
To support advancement in career and education pursuits, Justice Matters, in collaboration with the JSSP
program, supports professional development workshops for USAID supported interns interested in legal
fields. The workshops bring in guest speakers from a variety of legal backgrounds including judges, private
attorneys, court administrators, USAID personnel, among others to discuss their experiences and advice
for the next generation of Kosovo’s legal professionals. In Year 2, 12 Professional Development Sessions
were facilitated by the Justice Matters program. Given overwhelmingly positive feedback from participants,
Justice Matters will continue facilitating the sessions during university semesters for Justice Matters, JSSP,
and other USAID interns interested in pursuing legal careers.
Table 5: Year 2 Professional Development Workshops

Month/Year
Aug 2019
Sept 2019
Oct 2019

Feb 2020
Mar 2020
Apr 2020
May 2020

Speaker
Justice Matters Team
Violaine Autheman - NCSC
Gresa
Caka-Nimani
–
Judge,
Constitutional Court
Sahit Bajraktari – Legal Sector Manager,
BPB Bank
Ibrahim Maloku & Blerand Rrmoku –
Backlog Reduction Officers
Rreze Hoxha & Labinot Leposhtica – civil
society legal professionals
Albert Zogaj – Judge, Pristina Court of
Appeals
Shemsije Asllani - Prosecutor
Justice Matters Team
Justice Matters Team
Erzana Beqiri – CSGD (former intern)

June 2020

Pranvera Reçica Kirkbride – COP JSSP

Nov 2019
Dec 2019
Jan 2020
Feb 2020

Topic
2019 Mapping of Community Justice Needs
Procedural Fairness
Becoming a judge and breaking gendered stereotypes
and expectations
Jurist careers in banking and financial institutions and
career milestones.
Importance of case screening and management
Role of CSOs in ensuring rule of law, accountability
and transparency within public institutions
Study visit to Appeals Court in Pristina
Experience of being a woman prosecutor
Best practices for working from home.
Professional Development Planning
Working with an LGBTI advocacy organization and
challenges faced by LGBTI persons
Academic and professional experience including
leading a USAID Rule of Law Program
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SECTION II - REPORTS AND DELIVERABLES
REPORTS AND DELIVERABLES PRODUCED IN YEAR 2
#
5.1

Name

FLAA Finance Master Sheet
List of Recommendations for FLAA Budgetary
5.2
Hearings
5.3 List of Transition Team Priorities
5.4 Reports on Key Informant Interviews
First Response Hubs – Reporting Tracker (Jul5.5
Sept)
5.6 Community Rights Manual 2019
5.7 Procedural Fairness Presentation
5.8 Information Session Materials
6.1 FLAA Action Plan
6.2 Live Legal Clinic Presentation
6.3 FLAA Regulations and Strategic Plan Evaluation
6.4 Live Legal Clinic Activities (Oct-Dec 2019)
6.5 First Response Hubs Reports (Oct-Dec 2019)
6.6 CSD Community Rights Manual
6.7 RIT Kosovo Defend Your Rights Brochure
6.8 FLAA Informative Poster
Preliminary Mapping of Community Justice Needs
6.9
Brochure
Monthly Professional Development Workshop
6.10
Materials
6.11 Training Needs Assessment Form
7.1 FLAA Strategy for Legal Literacy
FLAA Interim Executive Director Annual Action
7.2
Plan
7.3 First Response Hubs Reports (Jan-Mar 2020)
7.4 Transition Team Forms and Guidelines
8.1 STTA Deliverables – Needs-Based Budgeting
Excel Budget Calculator for Activity
8.2
Implementation
8.3 Guideline for Case Intake
8.4 First Response Hubs Reports (Apr-Jun 2020)
8.5 Legal Literacy and Outreach Campaigns (Year 2)

Quarter

English

Albanian

5



5



5
5




5



5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6


















6



6
7




7



7
7
8




8
8
8
8

Croatian/Bosnian/
Serbian/Romanian
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SECTION III – PMP PROGRESS
PMP Outcome and Indicator Chart included as ANNEX 1.
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ANNEX 1 – Outcome and Indicator Chart
Expected
Result

1. Legal aid
system
strengthened.
(Objectives 1
& 2 Activities)
2.
Professionalism
of justice
sector
personnel
increased.
(Activities 1.1,
1.3, 2.3, 2.4)
F indicator
DR.1.3-1
3. Law
students
mobilized.
(Internship
program)

Indicator

Number of legal
institutions and
associations
supported by USG
Max. = Est. 71
Number of justice
sector personnel
trained with USG
assistance.
Disaggregated by
gender, ethnicity, and
institution or profession.

Number of current
law students or
recent law graduates
enrolled in USG
supported internships.

Data Source &
Collection Method

Type
Baseline
(Output or
Outcome) &
Frequency
Goal-Level and Cross-Cutting Indicators
Output
0
Self-reporting by
Justice Matters

Justice Matters staff
through use of
participant sign-in
sheets at Justice
Matters-sponsored
training events.

Justice Matters staff
through records of
internship placement.

Output

0

At each
training

Output

0

Target
Year 1

Actual
Year 1

Target
Year 2

Actual
Year 2

Target
Year 3

7

7

7

7

7

90

104

90

161

90

60 Men/30
Women

69
Men/35
Women

50 Men/40
Women

95
men/66
women

45 Men/45
Women

20

35

20

36

20

9 or 60% of
overall
score

10

12 or 80%
of overall
score

At each
placement

Disaggregated by
gender, ethnicity,
institution of placement
4.Financial
sustainability
and resource
management
strengthened.

Level of effectiveness
of budget planning,
management, and
utilization by FLAA

Objective 1: Strengthen the Capacity of Kosovo’s Legal Aid System
Justice Matters staff
Outcome
0
5 or 33% of
6
through annual
overall
evaluation of FLAA
Annually
score
effectiveness under
each criterion.

1 Institutions and associations supported include: FLAA, KBA, and five public universities (Pristina, Peja, Prizren, Gjilan, Mitrovica).
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5. Effectiveness
of Legal Aid
Council
improved.
(Activity 1.2)

6. Legal aid
providers
accreditation
system
established.

Max = Est. 152
Percentage of
management systems
and capacity elements
rated as “functioning”
or “performing” on
Legal Aid Council
Institutional Capacity
Index
Max. = Est. 21
Number of milestones
achieved on
accreditation system
scorecard.
Max = Est. 103

(Activity 1.3)
7. Availability
of legal aid
providers
increased.

Number of CSOs
accredited to provide
legal aid according to
the Law of Free Legal
Aid

National Center for State Courts
July 30, 2019
Roundtable review of
Institutional Capacity
Index by a panel of
Legal Aid Council
and Justice Matters
representatives and
one external
evaluator
representing other
donor projects
Justice Matters staff
through recording of
completion date of
milestone and review
of supporting
documents.
Justice Matters staff
review of FLAA
records of
accreditation.

Outcome

4

7 or 33% of
maximum
score

10

14 or 66%
of maximum
score

20

17 or 81%
of maximum
score

0

5 or 50% of
milestones

6

9 or 90% of
milestones

6

10 or 100%
of
milestones

0

0

0

3

0

7

1.18%

2%

6%

3.5%

6.96%

7%

9

11

9

13

14

15

Annually

Output
Upon
completion of a
milestone
Output
Annually

(Activity 1.3)

8. KBA
participation in
legal aid
system
increased.

Disaggregated by
location of organization
and vulnerable subgroups served
Percentage of KBAlicensed lawyers
participating in legal
aid and pro bono
representation

(Activity 1.3)
9. Inclusiveness
of legal aid
coordination

Number of
institutions or
organizations

Justice Matters staff
review of FLAA
database against KBA
membership list and
review of KBA
records.
Justice Matters staff
through review of
membership and

Outcome
Quarterly

Output
Annually

2 Milestones defined in consultation with FLAA. The effectiveness scale will track five criteria: (1) needs-based budgeting, (2) budget justification, (3) budget advocacy, (4) budget execution/utilization,

and (5) internal control and resource management. For each criteria score ranges from 0 (no action) to 3 (completed).
3 Milestones finalized in consultation with FLAA in Year 1 and include all steps necessary to establish criteria for accreditation, de-accreditation, and re-accreditation; the process of application for

accreditation; the procedures for review and verification of accreditation requests; and a review procedure to adjust the accreditation system after the first accreditation.
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mechanism
improved.

participating in Legal
Aid Coordination
mechanism.

National Center for State Courts
July 30, 2019
attendance records.

(Activity 1.4)
Max. = Est. 154
10.
Effectiveness of
legal aid
coordination
mechanism
improved.

Disaggregated by type.
Percentage of
decisions of the Legal
Aid Coordination
Mechanism resulting
in action

(Activity 1.4)
11.
Opportunities
for law
students
increased.

Number of law
students completing
live legal clinics
supported by the
program

(Activity 2.2)

Disaggregated by
gender, ethnicity, and
university
Number of live legal
clinic students
participating in legal
aid or legal literacy
activities.

12.
Opportunities
for law
students
increased.
(Activity 2.2)

Disaggregated by
gender, ethnicity, and
university

13.
Effectiveness of
FLAA
improved.

Percentage of
management systems
and capacity elements
rated as “functioning”

75%
Justice Matters staff
Outcome
0
50%
through review of
(Cumulative)
review of meeting
Annually
minutes and records
from participating
organizations. Follow
up verification
conducted as needed.
Objective 2: Enhance the Quality and Responsiveness of Legal Aid Services
160
Justice Matters staff
Output
0
100
review of enrollment
and attendance
After
records from partner
completion of
university.
each semester

Justice Matters staff
review of program
records and records
of program partners,
partner universities,
and legal aid
institutions. Field
monitoring will also
be conducted for
verification of actual
participation.

Outcome

Roundtable review of
Institutional Capacity
Index by a panel of
FLAA and Justice

Outcome

80%

75%

100

142

140

0

33% of
enrolled
clinic
students

36%

50% of
enrolled
clinic
students

50%

50% of
enrolled
clinic
students

2

10 or 33%
of maximum
score

15

18 or 60%
of maximum
score

24

25 or 83%
of maximum
score

Annually

Annually

60%

4 No records of membership currently maintained consistently. Actual count re-verified in Q1.
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(Activity 2.3)

or “performing” on
FLAA Institutional
Capacity Index
Max. = Est. 30

14. Legal aid
services
effectively
delivered.
(Activity 2.3)
F indicator
DR.6.3-1

15. Legal aid
services
expanded.
(Activity 2.3)

16. Legal aid
services
effectively
delivered.

Number of
individual/groups from
low income or
marginalized
communities who
received legal aid or
victim’s assistance
with USG support.
Disaggregated by
gender, location, subgroup targeted, legal aid
service provider
Number of justice
seekers referred to
accredited CSO
providers for legal aid
services with program
support.
Disaggregated by
gender, location, subgroup targeted, legal aid
service provider
Percentage of legal aid
users reporting
satisfaction with
services

(Activities 2.3
& 2.4)

Disaggregated by
gender, ethnicity, and
profession.

17.
Professional
standards for
legal aid
providers

Number of milestones
achieved on Legal Aid
Provider Professional
Standards scorecard.

National Center for State Courts
July 30, 2019
Matters
representatives and
one external
evaluator
representing other
donor projects
FLAA statistical
reports collected on
a monthly basis from
FLAA database.
Verifications will be
conducted to avoid
data errors or
missing data.

Outcome

10%
increase

31%
increase

15%
increase

64%

30%
increase

0

0

0

10

0

30

0%

0%

0%

70%

98.6%

85%

0

1 or 10% of
milestones

1

5 or 50% of
milestones

6

10 or 100%
of
milestones

Monthly

Referral data from
FLAA, ERAC, and
other programsupported
organizations.

Outcome

Survey conducted
twice a year through
legal aid providers
among a
representative
sample of
beneficiaries in the
past six months.

Outcome

Justice Matters staff
through recording of
completion date of
milestone and review
of supporting

3,381
(2017)

Monthly

Twice a year

Output
Upon
completion of a
milestone
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established.
(Activity 2.4)
18. Knowledge
and skills of
legal aid
professionals
improved.
(Activity 2.4)

National Center for State Courts
July 30, 2019

Max = Est. 105

documents.

Percentage of trained
legal aid professionals
reporting knowledge
retention and
utilization following
program-supported
training.

Justice Matters
administered survey
of representative
sample of training
beneficiaries
conducted twice a
year.

Outcome

0%

50%

91%

50%

100%

70%

4-6

64

75

Twice a year

Disaggregated by
gender, ethnicity,
institution/organizations
19. Legal
literacy
increased in
target
communities.
(Activity 3.1)
20. Awareness
of legal aid
services
increased in
target
communities.

Number of legal
literacy campaigns
implemented with
program support

Percentage of citizens
in target communities
who report
knowledge of right to
a lawyer and to free
legal aid

(Activity 3.1)

Disaggregated by
gender, geographic
location, and vulnerable
sub-group targeted

21. Likelihood
of use of legal
aid services
increased in
target
communities.

Percentage of citizens
in target communities
who report trust in
lawyers and free legal
aid services to obtain
legal services/advice.

Objective 3: Strengthen Legal Literacy and Citizen Empowerment
Copies of event
Output
0
6
15
reports prepared or
collected by Justice
Upon
Matters staff
completion of
each event
Survey of community
justice needs
administered annually
in target
communities using
both qualitative and
quantitative methods.
Data collected,
reviewed and
analyzed by Justice
Matters staff

Outcome

Survey of community
justice needs
administered annually
in target
communities using
both qualitative and
quantitative methods.

Outcome

43%

43%

43%

48%

30%

53%

74%

74%

74%

78%

73%

82%

Annually

Annually

5 Milestones finalized in consultation with FLAA and KBA in Year 1 and include all steps necessary to establish professional standards for legal aid providers, including code or standards of professional
ethics, training requirement, standards of service quality, compliance monitoring mechanism, and impact on accreditation.
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(Activity 3.1)

22. Budget
allocation for
legal aid
increased.

Disaggregated by
gender, geographic
location, and vulnerable
sub-group targeted
Percentage increase
of budget allocated to
legal aid.

National Center for State Courts
July 30, 2019
Data collected,
reviewed and
analyzed by Justice
Matters staff
Records of official
budget allocation to
legal aid.

Outcome
Annually at the
time of budget
allocation

323,273
Euros
(2018)

0%

15%

2% increase

20%

20%
increase

(Activity 3.2)
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